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INTRODUCTION 
The following study is an effort to discover to what 
extent illustrations affect the reader's comprehension of 
written matter. 
In recent years there has been a growing concern as to 
the effectiveness pf the illustrations in children's books. 
Previous to this period of concern, it was an accepted supposi-
tion that a book containing illustrations was more meaningful 
to children than a book that lacked illustrations. Education 
has entered an era of finding out by experimentation, and is 
gradually emerging from an era of supposition into one of 
research. Considerable research has been carried on in the 
~ield of illustrations, particularly in regard to the types of 
~llustrations that children prefer. The results of these studies 
~ave been and will continue to be most helpful to both illustra-
bors and publishers. 
Until it is known what types of .illustrations are pre-
Perred by most children, it is not possible to determine effec-
~ively to what degree the illustrations influence the comprehen-
1 ion of the written material that they accompany. It is logical 
o reason that children will give more attention to the illus-
rations in their books if they are illustrations which appeal 
~o them and hold their interest than if they do not attract 
\heir attention nor appeal to their interests. It necessarily 
~ ollows that illustrations that hold the interest of children 
wil.l have a greater effect upon their comprehension than those 
1 
which do not. It is highly important then, that the first 
consideration in illustrating be to discover what children 
prefer. After that is determined, it will be possible to study 
the effect of illustrations upon comprehension. Therefore, the 
purpose of this study is to determine the effect of illustra-
tions in factual material on the reader's comprehension at the 
fifth and sixth grade levels. 
2 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Most of the research carried on to determine children's 
preferences in illustrations has been concerned especially with 
pre-school age picture books and primary readers. Less has 
been discovered concerning the preferences of children at the 
intermediate grade level. 
Jean Ayerl working with youngsters at the nursery school 
and primary grade level found that children preferred: 
1. Large pictures and those that add to his under-
standing of the book. 
2. Characters and inanimate objects that look as 
he thinks they should look. 
3. In the nursery school and first grade, factual 
pictures of familiar every-day things. 
4. In the second and third grade, elves, fairies 
and other fanciful creatures. 
5. Realistic type of illustration to the stylized 
or decorative. 
6. Large easily distinguishable objects with the 
important figures centered. 
7. In black and white drawings those with some 
shading to outline drawings. 
8. Especially pictures that show action and suggest 
a story. 
9. Pictures of animals. 
10. Humorous pictures. (The child's idea of humor is 
often different from the adult's.) 
11. Many colors to only two or three. 
I 1 Jean Ayer, "Format and 
1~ary English Review, .17:213-17, 
Reading Appreciation," Elemen-
October, 1940. 
I 
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Gardner and Ramseyl discovered many of the same prefer-
ences in their study. They found that the youngest children 
like: 
1. Story-telling pictures of other children at 
work and play. 
2. Phases of human life that lie within the 
range of their experience. 
3. Above all domestic animals--either at work 
or play. 
4. Pictures trying to depict humor by showing 
the discomfort of persons or animals may 
arouse laughte,r but suggest negative virtues. 
Making a study of 821 children in grades one, three, and 
five for the purpose of discovering whether children preferred 
colored illustrations or black and white and whether they pre-
ferred a conventionalized style or a presentation or the subject 
as it really is (realistic), Mellinger2 found that: 
1. Children have decided preferences. 
2. Prefer color to black and white. 
3. Prefer realistic to conventionalized style. 
Miller3 also discovered that children have decided 
preferences among t hem: 
1. Preference for photographs i ncreased i n 
h i gher gr ade s. 
2 . Boys re gistered more preferences for photo-
graphs than girls. 
1 Emelyn E. Gardner and Eloise Ramsey, A Handbook of 
Children's Literature (New York: Scott, Foresman and Company, 
T9 27 ) , 354 pp. 
2 Bonnie E. Mellinger, Children's Interests In Pictures 
(Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 5!6. New York: 
~eachers College, Columbia University, 1932). 
3 William A. Miller, "Th e Picture Choices of Primary-Grade 
phildren," Elementary School Journal, 37:273-82, :December, 1936. 
I 
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3. Preference for photograph increased as mental 
age increased. 
4. Red was preferred to blue. 
5. Lower intelligence quotients chose red and 
blue more often than higher intelligence 
quotients. 
Such information as this study gives, enables publishers 
to know more about the type of illustrations they can expect 
children in special classes to enjoy. 
Findings similar to those reported by the writers men-
tioned are spoken of by Newtonl in his study of the trends in 
book illustrations. He found that pictures have an almost 
purely objective interest for the child. He found also that: 
1. Story-telling quality of pictures appeals to 
children. 
2. Trend is toward simplification. 
3. Strong vivid colors are liked. 
4. Vivacity and humor are enjoyed. 
5. Picture must be understandable to all. 
6. Aesthetic qualities of line, color and forrn 
are a matter of education and development. 
McKissock2 also interested in noting the tendencies in 
the illustrating of children's books, making a random selection 
from three hundred books on the children's list at the Carnegie 
Library of Pittsburgh, studied the types of illustrations 
contained and compared the various processes of reproducing 
employed. 
7 
She discovered that although children have been found to not 
prefer the conventionalized type of illustration1 most of the 
illustrators of these books used the conventionalized type of 
illustration. 
It is interesting to note what one of the most faraous 
illustrators of children's books has to say concerning illustra-
tions. Often illustrators are criticized by persons not of the 
profession for producing pictures that appeal to them and to 
other adults without striving primarily to produce that type of 
picture which the children who will be their audience will enjoy 
most. It is, therefore, refreshing to hear what Maud Petersham2 
has to say concerning her work and that of her husband, both of 
whom are noted illustrators of children's books. Speaking for 
~er husband and herself, she has said: 
In some ways we do not much care whether grown-ups like 
our pictures or not; but we do care whether children like 
them. The highest compliment we can have is to hold some 
child's happy interest and attention with one of our 
pictures.3 
The studies investigated above would seem to indicate tha 
there is a decided trend toward making the illustrations in 
children's books the type of illustrations that appeal to most 
children and are enjoyed most by children. This trend should 
1 Ayer, ££.· cit. 
2 Maud Petersham, "Illustrating Books For 
r lementary En~lish Review, 2:85-89, March, 1925. 
3 Ibid., p. 85. 
Children," 
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! increase the usefulness of illustrations, make them more mean-
ingful, and, as a result, written material should be so enhanced 
that comprehension of the material read will be increased. This 
is a problem about which relatively little has actually been 
made known by experimentation. 
Relatively few studies have been concerned with the 
problem undertaken in this study, that of determining the effect 
that illustrations have on the comprehension of material read. 
1Since the trend in education is toward teaching for understandinr' 
and since illustrations occupy such a large amount of the space 
in the books in all schools, it seems pertinent to discover 
whether or not this space and the great expense involved on the 
part of publishers are warranted. Understandings must be taught 
through knowledge of facts and it would seem logical that facts 
could be made more meaningful by the use of illustrations. This 
again, however, is an adult opinion. 
It is not only children who are prone to get incorrect or 
insufficient understandings from the printed page. Military 
authorities have used visual aids in training programs in all 
~ranches of the armed services.l There, as in the schools, the 
~ tress is toward teaching for understanding. Military authoritie~ 
responsible for the training of men in the armed forces subscribe 
vO Halbert's theory: "Seeing in a major degree is understanding.n2 
Marie G. Halbert, "Teaching Value of Illustrated Books," 
School Board Journal, 108:43-4, May, 1944; 
2 Ibid., p. 43. 
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Those studies that have undertaken to discover whether 
or not illustrations aid comprehension have been carried out 
almost entirely in the primary grades, especially in grade one. 
The written matter in primary grade readers is usually within 
the experience of the child. It does not, therefore, require 
pictures to clarify the meaning for most of the children. At 
this age level, however, the motivation and enjoyment provided 
by pictures is no doubt extremely valuable and necessary. 
Millerl carried on a study with primary grade children 
which showed that children who read without pictures understood 
what they read as well as did ch ildren who read the same mate-
rial with the aid of pictures. The writer indicated that this 
did not measure interest, enjoynrent, or appreciation in the 
artistic sense. 
In a previous study,2 the same writer believes the five 
!following reasons may be responsible for the failure of pictures 
to contribute more to the understanding of the text. 
1. Children do not read pictures accurately. 
2. Verbalism may exist in picture reading as well as 
in printed material. 
3. Children may get only general impressions if 
they have had no training in reading pictures. 
4. Some children get erroneous meanings from pictures 
because of limited experiences. 
5. Pictures are not always focused on the parts of 
the reading matter most difficult to understand. 
1 William A. Miller, "Reading With and Without Pictures," 
~lementary School Journal, 38:676-82, May, 1938. 
I 2 William A. Miller, "The Picture Crutch In Reading," 
~lementary English Review, 14:263-64, November, 1937. 
10 
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In conclusion he says: 
It is possible that in the matter of illustration we 
have used adult standards in judging what we call the 
interests of children without distinguishing between the 
appeal of brightly colored pictures and the appeal of well-
written story material that~has intrinsic worth.l 
It is interesting to note t hat previous to either of I 
these studies, Miller2 in an unpublished study in 1935 asked one I 
I 
hundred teachers if they thought children could learn to read I 
by means of a book without illustrations and the answer was 
invariably "No." His later study3 disproved this supposition 
which once again brings to the fore the possibility of a wide 
.variance in what adults (even teachers) suppose to be true of 
children and what children themselves indicate. 
I There are some writers who thoroughly disapprove of 
illustrating books for children. Their main criticism is the 
impossibility of coordinating the mental imagery of the three I 
persons involved, the person who writes the story, the person 
who does the illustrations, and the child. One of the persons 
particularly opposed to illustrating children's books is Peppino 
Mangravite. She has said that young children see the world in 
one dimensional plane because of their lack of experience with 
1 . 
- Ib~d., p. 263. 
2 William A. Miller, "Teacher Opinion of the Value of 
Illustrations in Primary Readers," (unpublished study, 1935.) 
cited by W.illiam A. Miller, "Reading With and Without Pictures," 
Elementarz School Journal, 38:676-82, May, 1938. 
3 William A. Miller, "Reading With and Without 
Elementary School Journal, 38:676-82, May, 1938. 
Pictures," 1 
I 
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1 things.l To substantiate her disapproval, the writer has said, 
"It is because o.f my belie.f in the true creative vision o.f 
I 
children that I disapprove of illustra ted children's books." 2 
Denault3 was also concerned with the e.f.fect of illustra-
tions on mental imagery and made a study o.f sixty-.four children 
in grade .four. Four stories were presented in rotation--two 
illustrated and t wo not illustrated. She discovered t hat the 
di.f.ferences in mental imagery between the illustrated and un-
illustrated stories were not statistically significant nor were 
\ the differences in the amount of retention. 
I Halbert4 made an experimental study of children's under-
\ standing by evaluating three elementary school readers, prepared 
for rural school children in terms of the effectiveness o.f 
\ 1 Peppino Mangravite, "The .Artist and the Child," Progres 
sive Education, 3:119-33, April, May, June, 1926. p. 123. \ 
II 2 Ibid., p. 124. 3 Edna F. Denault, "E.f.fect of Illustrations i n Stories on 
!the Mental Imagery o-r Children in Grade Four," (unpublished 
'.Master's thesis, Boston University School o.f Education, 1944.) 
4 Marie Goodwin Halbert, "An Experimental Study o.f 
\
Children's Understanding o.f Instructional Materials," Bulletin 
12 
\
of the Bureau o.f School Services, University o-r Kentucky, No. 4, 
\15:7-66' 1943. 
_ J. 5 Miller, "Reading With and Without Pictures," ~· ci""~t·=· =~===== 
~ 13 ,, 
'I 
I 
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conclusion that to the extent that memory for ideas is a measure 
reading materials. 
In an attempt to determine what one hundred children in 
\ grade three saw in six pictures without the suggestion or stim-
il ulation provided by any de:finite direction or guidance, Millerl 
!
carried on another study. He discovered that: 
1. Children reported seeing relatively few items I possible. 
2. The items of a picture are seen in isolation 
rather than in parts of a whole. 
I 
I 
I 
I! I 
3. The most important items in a picture often 
escape the notice of the children. 
4. Children with higher intelligence quotients 
tend to identify more items in pictures than 
do children with lower intelligence quotients. 
5. In grade three chronological age is not 
important for identification of items in pictures. 
6. There are no significant sex differences in 
ability to identify items in pictures. 
Mr. Miller added that if pictures are to be an aid to 
!the understanding of printed material, teachers will need to 
direct the child's attention to the important items in the 
!picture and develop an interpretation of these items. 
,, 
I[ Because this study is specifically concerned with 
1
1
hension, the following statements by Gray2 in regard to 
Ii------
compre-
i 1 William A. Miller, "T:Nhat Children See In Pictures," 
Elementary School Journal, 39:280-8, December, 1938. 
2 William S. Gray, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
Macmillan Company, Walter S. Monroe, Editor 1941, 1344 pp. 
-=--=-~=~--==--=----==----
~F=====================~====:===== 
omprehension in general are pertinent: 
In the act or reading one cannot always rely on the mean-
ings which he has previously attached to specific words. 
This is due to the ract that they are orten used by the 
writer in a new or dirferent sense. As a result, the reader 
nmst s·earch for the specific meanings implied by the words 
read. Often the reader must make use or glossaries, dic-
tionaries, encyclopedias, textbooks, and even periodicals, 
radio broadcasts, pictures, or direct contact with reality 
in an erfort to discover appropriate meanings. 
According to Gray, then, if pictures are to serve the 
urpose for which they are intended they should clariry the 
eaning of the written matter. This study hopes to discover to 
hat de gree that is true. Zismanl who is concerned with improv-
·ng illus trative material in textbooks says, "Illustrations 
.
1
j hould be the means or making more concrete whatever may be 
r ifricult or elusive in comprehension because or abstraction or 
agueness."2 
Tex tbook illustrations should be meaningful enough to 
nrich and supplement the written material. This, or course, 
mplies the selection or appropriate illustrations that have 
irect connection with the subject matter.3 In geography it is 
itally important that new understandings be developed and that 
oncepts are enriched in geography textbooks. Pictures account 
1 S. B. Zisman, "Improving Illustrative Material in Text-
oaks," Educational Screen, 17:218-19 , September, 1938 . 
2 Ibid., p. 219. 
3 P. T. Williams, "Textbooks Need Better Pictures," 
1 ations School, 33 :50, June, 1944. 
II . -~~~~= 
.I 
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i for from twenty to twenty-five per cent of the content of a 
I' geography textbook.l Reporting on an experiment conducted in 
seven different classes in grades six through eight using 294 
children, Goodykoontz2 found that most illustrations in geogra-
phy books have little or no relation to the organization of the 
textual material. The results of this study caused the writer 
to conclude that although pictures undoubtedly provide vicarious 
Since geography is a subject in which many new under-
! . 
!standings must be developed and in which many words with new 
meanings are introduced, pictures "constitute the basic labora-
tory material" in teaching this subject.4 Hunter5 has noted 
that some reading books, especially geography and history books, 
1 Irving R. Melbo and Ivan R. Waterman, "Pictures In Our 
Geography Textbooks," Elementary School Journal, 36:362-76, 
January, 1936. 
I 2 Bess Goodykoontz, 11Relation of' Pictures to Reading Com-
1prehens ion," Elementary English Review, 13:125-30, April, 1936. 
3 Ibid. 
4 E. P. Parker, t 1Pictures As Laboratory Material in Geog-
aphy,11 Education, 64:434-7, March, 1944. p. 434. 
5 Maude W. Hunter, "Reading To Understand," Instructor, 
3:23, April, 1944. 
.=-o.=-=====-·--- ·- ---------- - --=--=-=---====-= ------·-
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have, on a single page, .a dozen words that are meaningless to 
the child.l She adds, "It isn't that the words themselves are 
!too difficult but rather that the child is unfamiliar with their 
meaning.u2 
It may be that geography material can be made more mean-
ingful by an increased use of pictures and a reduction of 
written matter. The trend seems to be toward this. Williams3 
has suggested that eventually the trend may be to have illustra-
tions the core of the book and written material an amplification 
of the illustrations in contrast to the present practice of 
~sing illustrations to amplify and supplement the written matter 
The Building America series is an example of this trend already 
.in practice. Dalgliesh4 feels that this is an important step 
I 
toward increasing the usefulness of informational books. She 
~elieves that in many cases, the text could be reduced fifty 
~er cent to the improvement of the book. Concerning t h is matter 
she has written, "I don't believe we have as yet scratched the 
surface of the possibilities of the informational book that is 
1-Pull of pictures with only a little text."5 
1 Ibid., p. 23. 
2 Loc. cit. 
3 -
P. T. Williams, "Textbooks Need Better Pictures," Natior.'s 
~chool, 33:50 June, 1944 • ... 
4 Alice Dalgliesh, "Picture Books For Today's Children," 
Childhood Education, 10:65~67, November, 1933. 
5 Ibid., p. 66. 

CHAPTER II 
I PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
I No one seems to question the role that illustrations pla I in adding 
I concerned 
interest and enjoyment to reading. The question is 
with the extent to which illustrations affect under-
I 
standing of the written material. Publishers spend large sums 
of money each year illustrating textbooks; it is important for 
II them to know whether or not illustrations are serving the pur-
pose for which they are intended, that of enhancing the story 
l and making it more meaningful. It is the purpose of this study 
i to determine to what extent illustrations do affect the under-
1
1 standing of material 
i In setting up 
I 
read. 
this experiment, it was necessary: 
\ 1. 
2. 
3. 
To decide upon the best way to secure the desired 
information. 
To decide the population to be used. 
To secure the cooperation of a school where the 
experiment cou ld be carried out. 
I 
Since social studies material involves the development of I 
·I many 
lracts 
new understandings and requires the learning of many new 
which can be easily illustrated, it was decided that the 
~~ four stories used 
studies material. 
I 
should be concerned with some phase of social 
Many intermediate grade social studies books 
ere investigated in a search for suitable stories. The writer 
I 
f inally chose the following stories. A story about the Panama 
panal was selected from Our Country by Heebe, Hanna, McClure 
~ublished by Laidlaw and Company. The second story included in 
~~t ~=-~~"=~~~~-" 
I 
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each booklet was entitled "The Weatherman and His Work." This 
story was taken from the Unit Study Book No. 551, Weather, by 
A. Eleanor Thomas. The third story, about the Sequoia trees of 
California, was taken from Stories In Trees written by Mary I. 
Curtis and published by Lyons and Carnahan. This story is 
called "A Giant Forest." The fourth and last story was an 
original story by the writer. It was given the title "Sailing." 
Each story was concerned with a different area in the social 
studies field and an attempt was made to select topics which 
would be of interest to the children as well as unfamiliar to 
them. 
These four stories were united in booklet form. In this 
form the booklets could be easily distributed to children with-
out loose pages being lost. Two forms of the booklet were 
prepared, Form A and Form B. Each of the four stories was pre-
sented in two forms, one with illustrations, the other without 
illustrations. The same stories were used in both booklets.l 
A plan of rotation was arranged in order to equate the 
stories for difficulty. The. stories were incorporated in two 
·! booklets called Form A and Form B of the experiment. In Form A, 
the first story, "The Panama Canal," and the third story, "A 
Giant Forest," were illustrated while the second story, "The 
lvveatherman and His Work," and the fourth story, "Sailing," were 
1 Copy of Form A and .Form B of the experiment may be 
found in the Appendix. 
not illustrated. In Form B the first story, "The Panama Canal," 
and the third story, 11A Giant Forest," were not illustrated 
while the second story, "The Weatherman and His Work," and the 
fourth story, "Sailing," were illustrated. 
The illustrations were black and white line drawings done 
~ by the writer. An endeavor was omade to illustrate those portions 
I of the story which contained statements or concepts which might 
not otherwise be made perfectly clear in the text. For example, . 
in the story, "Sailing," is found the following statement: 
I 
I 
"The edge of the sail which is attached to the mast is known as 
the luff while the leech is the outside edge of t he sail. ttl In 
order to make this statement more meaningful, a diagram of a 
sail was drawn with the two parts, luff and leech, indicated. 
Directly following each story in the bookle t was a com-
prehension check. Multiple choice, matching, completion and 
diagram methods of checking comprehension were used. 
!I across 
An example of the multiple choice checks used follows:2 
The United States realized the great value of a canal 
the Isthmus of Panama when: 
· I l. Balboa crossed the 
' Ocean. 
Isthmus and discovered the Pacific 
'11 2. Theodore Roosevelt paid the French company forty 
million dollars. 
1~----1-s_e_e-Ap-pendix: 
I 
Form A "Sailing" p. 2, Form B "Sailing" 
iP· 2. 
. 2 
I See Appendix: Form A or Form B Comprehension check following story "The 
I 
of the experiment. 
Panama Canal." 
20 
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3. The Spanish began to talk about digging a canal. 
4. In the Spanish War one of our battleships had to go. 
around South America. 
5. Panama became an independent republic. 
Matching questions found in "The Weatherman and His Work11 
I are: 1 
Column 1 Column 2 
1. B rometer ( ) measures speed and direction of wind 
2. Hugrometer ( ) tells force and speed of wind 
I ( ) tells which the wind is blowing 3. T~ermometer way 
14. ( ) tells the pressure or weight of air r emometer 
5. arograph ( } tells how much moisture is in the air 
6. alloons ( ) the height of the clouds 
I ( ) traces a record of changes 7. / pecial gauges in weather 
( ) tells temperature of the air 8. eather vane 
9. ailing limits ( ) show how much snow or rain has fallen 
A sample of the completion type question found in the 
story "A Giant Porest" is:2 
The largest of these trees is called the 
For the story '1Sailing11 a diagram type of comprehension 
ll he . k was used. A diagram of a sailboat was made with parts 
um ered. Below were listed the names of the various parts with 
1 See Appendix: Form A and Form B of the experiment. · 
omr rehension check following story "The Weath erman and His Work. r 
2 See Appendix: Form A and Form B nf the experiment. 
omprehension check following story ttA Gie.nt Forest." 
-==----=-=-==11:-=--==-=======---
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I the position on the diagram to be indicated by numbers.l 
I I Most of the studies concerned with this particular 
problem have been carried out in the primary grades. Therefore, 
it was decided to gather information from children at a higher 
grade level. Pupils in grades five and six in a nearby school 
system were used. There were two fifth grades and two sixth 
grades in the same school building. All of the pupils in these 
four rooms who were present at school were included in the ex-
periment. Not any were excluded because of reading difficulty 
, or for any other reason. It was a heterpg~neous group. and not a: 
selected population. 
The experiment required three days. The first day the 
!booklets were distributed to the pupils in alternation, one . 
child receiving Form A of the booklet, the next child Form B 
etc. in this manner until each child had a booklet. Instruction 
I 
were given to fill in the information requested on the front 
'page. It was explained that the booklets contained four stories 
each having questions after it. The first two stories were to 
be read the first day and the questions following them were to 
be answered. At no time during the experiment was attention 
directed to the illustrations. No time limit was set. As soon 
as the booklets were distributed and the instructions given, the 
examiner proceeded to another classroom and continued in the sam 
1 See Appendix: Form A and Form B of the experiment. 
1 omprehension check following story "Sailing." 
tl -~ -~-=11 
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manner. Booklets were collected by the teacher and kept in the 
room until the examiner returned on the following day. 
On the second day of the experiment, before the booklets 
were distributed, a retention check was given on the two stories 
read the previous day. The same comprehension checks which were 
included in the booklet were used for the retention check. Fol-
lowing this the booklets were distributed and instructions given 
to read the third and fourth stories answering the questions at 
the end of each. On the third, and last day of the experiment, 
retention checks were given on the third and fourth stories whic 
had been read the previous day. 'rhis concluded the work with 
the pupils. 
Booklets were distributed to 113 pupils on the first day 
of the experiment. Due to absences on the second and third days 
of the experiment, and due to inability to secure intelligence 
quotients on several pupils, the total number of pupils used in 
!analyzing the data was 103. 
11 
r 
I 
! 
All booklets and retention checks were given and scored 
by the writer. 
~J 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to study the effect of illustra-
tions on comprehension in factual material in the fifth and 
!sixth grades on: 
1. The comprehension and retention scores of the total 
popp.lation. 
2. The comprehension and retention scores according to 
intelligence level. 
-~~ ~~J -===--=-===-== 
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A. COMPARISON OF SCORES ON TOTAL POPULATION 
1. Original comprehension scores 
2. Retention scores 
B. COMPARISON OF MATERIAL ACCORDING TO INTELLIGENCE 
LEVELS 
1. Comprehension Superior Group 
2. Retention Superior Group 
3. Comprehension Average Group 
4. Retention Average Group 
. . . . . . . . . . 
A. COMPARISON OF SCORES ON TOTAL POPULATION 
1. Original comprehension scores 
TABLE I shows the comparison of Story I illustrated and non-
illustrated. 
TABLE I 
Compar1son of Scores on Story I 
Material 'Number' Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
' ' M. M. Diff • I Ratio 
Illus. 52 8.00 2.97 • 30 
Non-Illus. ' 51 I 7.46 2.16 I .41 ' . 
.81 .51 l. 60 
' 
The mean score of the illustrated stories was 8.00 com-
pared to 7.46 for the non-illustrated stories. The critical 
ratio of 1.6 showed the difference not to be statistfcally signi 
ficant. Chances are 94 in 100 that this is a true di'fference 
in favor of the illustrated. 
TABLE II shows the comparison of Story II illustrated and non-
illustrated. 
TABLE II 
Comparison of Scores on Story II 
,Number, Ivlean Diff. 
M. 
Material S.E. 
M. 
Illus. 51 ' 13.76 ,5.26 ' .73 ' 
Non-Illus., 52 , 14.23 ,5.70 / - ·~so , ..44 
S.E. 
Diff. 
.76 
Critical 
Ratio 
.58 . 
The mean score of the illustrated was 13.76 as compared 
to 14.23 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .58 
indicated no significant difference. The chances are 73 in 100 
that this is a true difference in favor of the non-ili ustrated. 
TABLE III shows the comparison of Story III illustrated and non-
illustrated. 
TABLE III 
Comparison of Scores on Story III 
' ' ' Material ,Number, Mean ,s.D. 
' 
s.E. , Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 52 ' 8.90 
12.58 ' .36 
.02 .53 .04 
Non-Illus. ' 51 8.88 
12.87 ' .39 
26 
The mean score of the illustrated in Story III was 8.9 
compared to 8.88 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio 
of .04 is not significant. The chances are 71 in 100 that this 
is a true difference in favor of the illustrated. 
TABLE IV shows the comparison of Story IV illustrated 1 and non-
illustrated. 
TABLE IV 
Comparison of Scores on Story IV 
I 
' ' 
I 
Material Number Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
' ' M. ' M. Diff. Ratio 
-• 
Illus. 51 
' 
7.68 
' 
3.32 I • 46 
' 
1.13 • 57 1.98 Non- Illus. , 52 6.55 2.52 .35 
The mean score of the illustrated was 7.68 compared to 
6.55 with the non-illustrated. A critical ratio of 1~.98 showed 
no significant difference. Chances are 98 in 100 th~t this is 
a true difference in favor of the illustrated. 
27 



records available at the school where the experiment was carried 
out. 
1. Comprehension Superior Group 
-· TABLE IX shows the comparison of illustrated and non-illustrated 
stories at the superior intelligence level in Story I. 
TABLE IX 
Comparison of Scores Story I Superior Intelligence Level 
Material 'Number' Mean 
' 
S.D. 
' 
S.E. 
' 
Diff. s.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 22 8.00 2.59 .55 
Non-Illus. 1 21 t 8.05 1.73 I .37 .05 • 65 .08 
The mean score of the illustrated is 8.00 compared to 
for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .08 shows 
difference not to be statistically significant. There are 
chances in 100 that this is a true difference in ravor of the 
-illustrated. 
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TABLE X shows the comparison of illustrated and non-illustrated 
stories at the superior intelligence level in Story II. 
TABLE X 
Comparison of Scores Story II Superior Intelligence Level 
Material ,Number, Mean r S.D. f s.E. r Diff. S.E. Critical 
M • M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 21 
' 
15.86r 4.47 
' 
• 97 
.01 1.54 .01 Non- Ill us. r 22 r 15.87r 5.65 r 1. 20 
The mean score of the illustrated is 15.86 compared to 
5.87 of the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .01 shows 
he difference not to be statistically significant. 
ABLE XI shows the comparison of illustrated and non-illustrated 
stories at the superior intelligence level in Story III. 
TABLE XI 
Comparison of Scores Story III Superior Intelligence Level 
Material ,Number r Mean r S.D. r S.E. 
' 
Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 22 9~;04 1.11 .23 
f 
' 
r 1.15 .27 4.25 Non-Illus. 1 21 ,10.19 
' 
.73 .15 
32 
The mean score of the illustrated Story III is 9.04 
compared to 10.19 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio 
of 4.25 shows a statistically significant difference in favor of 
the non-illustrated. 
TABLE XII shows the comparison of illustrated and non-illustrate 
stories at the superior intelligence level in Story IV 
TABLE XII 
Comparison of Scores Story IV Superior Intelligence Level 
I I r I I 
Material ,Number, Mean I s . D . I s.E. I ~Diff. S. E. Critical 
Iv'I . :M . :Diff. Ratio 
' • ' ' 
Illus. 21 I 9.14 I 3.261 .71 I . 
2.73 1.22 2.23 
Non- Ill us. , 22 I 6.41 I 4 .70, 1.00 
The mean score of the illustrated is 9.14 compared to 
6.41 of the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of 2.23 shows 
that the difference is not statistically significant. There are 
98.6 chances in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of 
illustrated. 
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!TABLE 
2. Retention Superior Group 
XIII shows the comparison of retention scores of Story I 
I 
I 
illustrated and non-illustrated at the superior 
intelligence level. 
TABLE XIII 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story I Superior Level 
Material I I Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical Number 
I I M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 22 8.09 2.54 I .54 
I • 29 • 66 .43 
Non- Ill us. 1 21 8.38 1.79 • 39 
I 
I The mean score of the illustrated is 8.09 compared to 
ls.38 of the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .43 shows t he 
~ifference not to be statistically -significant. Chances are 67 
., · 
n 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the non-illus-
p:;rated. 
I . 
1ABLE XIV shows the comparison of retention scores of Story II 
i illustrated and non-illustrated 'at the superior level. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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TABLE XIV 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story II Superior Level 
I I I I . ..---
Material ,Number, Mean ,S.D. I S~E~ . I Dif.f . S.E. Critical 
' 
I 
' 
I Ivi . I. M. "Diff. Ratio 
' 
I I _I 
Illus. 21 I 17.0951 3.571 .77 
2.28 1.49 1.53 Non- Ill us . 1 22 I 14.82 I 5 . 9911.28 
The mean score of the illustrated is 17.095 compared to 
14.82 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of 1.53 shows 
the difference not to be statistically significant. Chances are 
93 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the illus-
trated. 
~ABLE XV shows the comparison of retention scores of Story III 
illustrated and non-illustrated at the superior level. 
TABLE XV 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story III Superior Level 
I 
Material ,Number, Mean 
' 
S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 22 I 9.04 
' 
2.53 I .53 
Non- Illus. I .82 .70 1.17 21 I 9.86 I 2.14 I .46 
I The mean score of the illustrated is 9.04 compared to 9.8E 
I 
lror the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of 1.17 shows the 
35 
difference not to be statistically significant. The chances are 
87 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the non-
illustrated. 
TABLE XVI shows the comparison of retention scores of Story IV 
illustrated and non-illustrated at the superior level. 
TABLE XVI 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story IV Superior Level 
Material ,Number, Mean s.-n. S.E. ,Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. ' 21 ' 8.95 ' 3.35 ' .73 
Non- Illus.' 22 6.82 4 .61 .98 2.13 1.23 1.73 f 
' 
f 
The mean score of the illustrated is 8.95 compared to 
6.82 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of 1.73 shows 
the difference not to be statistically significant. Chances are 
96 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the illus-
trated. 
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3. Comprehension Average Group 
TABLE XVII shows the comparison of scores of Story I illustrated 
and non-illustrated, average intelligence level. 
TABLE XVII 
Comparison of Scores Story I Average Intelligence Level 
Material f I S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical ,Number, Mean 
M • M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 26 
' 
7.77 
' 
2.24 t • 44 
t 
.55 .64 . 86 
Non- I l l us.t 27 
' 
7.22 t 2. 45 I .47 
The mean score of the illustrated is 7.77 compared to 
7.22 of the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .86 shows 
the difference not to be statistically significant. Chances are 
80 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of t he illus-
trated. 
TABLE XVIII shows the comparison of scores of Story II illus-
trated and non-illustrated at the average inte l li-
. g:ence level. 
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TABLE XVIII 
Comparison of Scores Story II Average Intelligence Level 
Material 'Number' Mean ' S.D. ' S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
' ' 
I M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 27 I 12.87, 5.13, .99 
.92 1.44 • 64 
Non- Illus. r 26 I 13.791 5.371 1.05 
The mean score of the illustrated is 12.87 compared to 
13.79 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of ~64 shows 
the difference not to be statistically significant. The chance 
are 74 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the 
non-illustrated. 
I TABLE XIX shows the comparison of scores of Story III illustrate 
and non-illustrated at the average intelligence ,:Bvel. 
TABLE XIX 
Comparison of Scores Story III Average Intelligence Level 
Material ,Number, Mean 
' 
S.D. 
' 
s.E. I Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 26 
' 
8.84 
' 
2.53 
' 
• 49 
- I 
.10 .79 .13 Non- Illus. 1 27 8.74 3. 25 • 62 
I 
\ 
\. The mean score of tJ:;te illustrated is 8,.84 compared to 
9.74 f or the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .13 shows 
no si nificant difference. Chances a~a_5_6_in_l0. 
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a true difference in favor of the illustrated. 
TABLE XX shows the comparison of scores of Story IV illustrated 
and non-illustrated at the average intelligence level. 
TABLE XX 
Comparison of Scores Story IV Average Intelligence· Level 
' Material ,Number, Mean 
' 
S.D. 
' 
S.E. 
' 
Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
_! 
I 
Illus. 27 7.00 3.02 .58 
I 
' ' ' 
.12 .85 .14 
Non- Illus. ' 26 
' 
6.88 
' 
3.15 
' 
• 62 
The mean score of the illustrated is 7.00 compared to 
6.88 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .14 shows 
no significant difference. Chances are 56 in 100 that this is 
a t~le difference in favor of the illustrated. 
4. Retention Average Group 
ABLE XXI shows the comparison of scores of Story I illustrated 
and non-illustrated at the average intelligence level. 
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TABLE L"'<:I 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story I Average Level 
Material ,Number, Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 26 ' 7.85 ' 1.93 ' • 37 
' ' 
.33 .45 .73 
Non- Illus. ' 27 
' 
7.52 
' 
1.33 I .25 
The mean score of the illustrated is 7.85 compared to 
7.52 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of .73 shows 
the difference not to be statistically significant. Chances ar 
77 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the illus-
trated. 
TABLE XXII shows the comparison of retention scores of Story II 
. 
illustrated 'and non-illustrated at the average level. 
TABLE XXII 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story II Average Level 
I 
Material ,Number 1 Mean S.D. I S.E. I Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 
' 
27 I 9.59 4. 71 I .91 I 
2.65 1.38 1.92 
Non-Illus.' 26 rl2.24 
' 
5.34' 1.04 I 
The mean score of the illustrated is 9.59 compared to 
2.24 for the non-illu~rated. TQe criticaJ rat~~ 
that the difference is not statistically significant. Chances 
are 97 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the 
non-illustrated. 
TABLE XXIII shows the comparison of retention scor~s of Story 
III illustrated and non-illustrated at the average 
intelligence level. 
TABLE XXIII 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story III Average Level 
Material ,Number, Iviean I S.D. S.E. I Diff. S.E. Critical 
M. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 26 
' 
9.11 ' 2.22 I .44 
.26 .74 • 37 
Non-Illus. I 27 r 8.85 I 3.13 ' • 60 
The mean score of the illustrated is 9.11 compared to 
8.85 for the non~illustrated. The critical ratio of .37 shows 
no significant difference. The chances are 64 in 100 that this 
is a true difference in favor of the illustrated. 
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TABLE XXIV shows the comparison of retention scores of Story IV 
illustrated and non-illustrated at the average level. 
TABLE XXIV 
Comparison of Retention Scores Story IV Average Level 
1 
' Material · ,Number, Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. Critical 
1\II. M. Diff. Ratio 
Illus. 27 6.96 3.55 • 68 '· 
' 
• 96 .93 1 .01 
Non- Illus., 26 ,. 6.00 3.21 .63 
The mean score of the illustrated is 6.96 compared to 
6.00 for the non-illustrated. The critical ratio of 1.01 shows 
the difference not to be statistically significant. Chances 
are 84 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the 
illustrated. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY Al~D CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent 
illustrations affect the reader's comprehension of factual mate-
in the fifth and sixth grades. 
To carry out the experiment, four stories were incorporat 
booklet form. Two forms of the experiment were constructed. 
form (Form A) the first and the third stories were illus-
and the second and fourth stories were not illustrated. 
other form of the experiment {Form B) the first and the 
h ird stories were not illustrated and the second and the fourth 
tories were illustrated. The same stories were included in bot 
orms of the experiment. 
The stories were presented to a heterogeneous population in 
fifth grades and in two sixth grades in the same school 
uilding. The experiment was carried out on the total population 
,f 103 pupils. 
In carrying out this experiment several limitations were 
n evidence. The type of illustrations used was felt by the in-
estigator to be a definite limitation of this experiment. Being 
Ion-professional pen and ink line drawings, they did not meet the tandards found by experimentation to be preferred by children-. 
It is doubt.ful, therefore, that interest was created or attention 
\ustained by the type o.f illustration used. It is also felt by 
1
he writer that the illustrations were not meaningful in all in-
stances. 
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It is possible that an excess of factual details were 
included in the comprehension checks. This too may be considerEd 
a limitation ofthis experiment. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A. Comparison of comprehension scores of total popula-
tion. 
1. The illustrations seemed to have little effect 
on the comprehension scores. In three out of 
the four stories, the differences noted were 
in favor of the illustrated material. In one 
story the difference was in favor of the non-
illustrated material. None of the differences 
was statistically significant. 
- 2. The results of the retention scores were not 
consistent. Stories one and two were in favor 
of the non-illustrated material and three and 
four were in favor of the illustrated. The 
difference in Story I was statistically sig-
nificant. 
B. Comparison of comprehension scores by Intelligence 
Levels. 
1. The children with Superior Intelligence had 
higher scores on the non-illustrated material 
in three out of the four stories. In one case 
Story III, the difference was significant. 
44 
2. In two stories, the retention is better in 
illustrated material and in two stories the 
non-illustrated scores were higher. None or 
the scores was signiricant. 
3. The children with average Intelligence Quo-
tients had slightly higher scores in the illus~ 
trated material than in the non-illustrated 
material in three or the rour stories. None 
or the dirrerences was signiricant. 
4. The retention scores ror the average group wer 
slightly higher in the illustrated material in 
three or the four stories. None or the difrer 
ences was significant. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Repeat this experiment using professional illustrations 
which meet the qualifications discovered by research 
to be preferred by children. 
2. More meaningful illustrations. 
3. Repeat this experiment directing attention of the pupil~ 
specifically to the illustrations. 
4. Repeat this experiment on a larger population. 
5. Repeat this experiment using different stories. 
6. Check retention over a. longer period of time. 
46 
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The Panama Canal · 
Circle the number in front of the correct answer. 
1 There was much travel Pcross the Isthmus of- Panama • 
1. to discover the Pacific Ocean. 
2. to find a short route to the East. 
3. to get the gold and silver of Peru. 
4. to find a place for a canal. 
5. to help fight in a revolution. 
2. The United States realized the p;rea.t vA.lue of ~ c~ne.l ?cross +he 
Isthmus of PanamA v":hen: -
1. Ba~b6a crossed the isthmus and discovered the PPcific Ocean. 
2. Theodore Roosevelt paid the Frertch company forty million dollars. 
3. the Spanish began to t~:tlk about gi~ging a cenel. 
4. in the Spanish Waor one of our ba.ttleshi ps had to go around South 
America. 
5. Panama became an independent republic. 
3. The methods used in the construction of the Panama. Cpnal prov~d that: 
1.· the "·ork wPs finish-ed when the First World War began. 
2. it was a ma.chine age undertaking. 
3. the United States was becoming a world power. 
4. The Culebra Cut was the hardest job of all. 
5. it was necessary to dig through solid rock. 
If the ,st~"tement is true put (TJ in pa.ranthesis before it; if it is 
false put (F) before it. 
The Canal Zone is a strip of land twelve miles wide. 
89 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
The Canal Zone was one of the vrorst ywllow fever · regions in the world. 
( ) 
The -Canal Zone today is one of the most i.mheal thful places in the hot 
regions of the world. -
li~ore than tr~elve feet of rain falls every year at the Atlantic end 
of the C~n~l Zone. 
( ) The lake formed by the dam is twenty-three miles above t 1: e level of .the 
oceans. 
( ) In peace times the Panama C~mal is used by ships of Fl.ll nr>.ti.rms. 
) The c·e .nal has made the di rtPnce betv•ean the Atlnnti c ann Feci fie 
coests 7000 miles shorter. 
/ 
_Circle the correct answer: 
1. Bo~ts ~re .lifted up to the level of the lake by means of-----
l a rge locks. 
ten three tvro t Y'e lve twenty 
2. - ~---·---- :ihiles of solid rock vrere dug through in diggin~ th., 
culebra. Cut. 
t wenty-three 
3. The great ditch is 
30 
three hupdred 
750 375 
nine t-hree-
feet deep. 
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The Weatherman and His Work 
Match the two columns below by putting before each statement in 
C?lumn 2, the number of the statement in Column 1 with which it be-
iongs. 
column 1 
1 • . G R.l i 1 eo 
2. Thomas Jefferson 
3. 1643 
4. 1870 
5. Torricelli 
6. 1492 
'7 . Benjamin Frankl in 
s. 1593 
9. 1890 
1 ~), Columbus 
Column 2 
( · ) Had no instruments to measure weather. 
( ) Invented the barometer \ 
( ) Studied clouds end winds 
u.s. Weather Bureau was set up 
( CNrned ~ bArometer 
( Invented the thermometer 
( ) Weather forecAsting began 
( ) Instrument invented to rn~rk temperature 
( ) Weather-glass was invented 
) Xo inventions to tell 'Heather 
Circle 'the number before · the statements that are true. 
By the time that real weFtther forecasting -begRll in our country:-
. . 
1. TrAins had crossed over the pl?.ins Fmd through the mountP..ins. 
2. News.c~lld be c~rried quickly from place to place. 
3. The u.s. W.~rther Bureau was set up in Washington, D.c. 
4. The American Colonies h~td become the u.s. of .America. 
5. Pilots studied the air high in the sky. 
6. The Weather Bureau was under the Department of Agriculture. 
7. Pioneers had settled the West. 
8. Weather stations were set up. 
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9. Teleg raph wires linked the Pacific Coast and the Atlantic Coast. 
10. The Secretary of Wa.r had charge of sending out weather reports. 
:r.·~::~. tch the two collli!ll1s below by putting before each statement in 
Column 2, the number of the statement in Column 1 w·i th which it be-
. longs. 
Column 1 Column 2 
1. }3arometer ( ) measures speed and direction of wind 
2. Hygrometer ( ) tells force and speed of wind 
3. Thermometer ( tell_s v.rhi ch way the wind is blowing · 
4. Anemometer ( ) tells the presf.ure or weight of air 
5. BProgrA.ph ( ) tells how much moisture _is in the air 
6. -Balloons ( ) the height of the clouds 
7. Special gauges ( ) traces 8. record of chRnges in vreather 
a. Weather vane ) tells tempera.ture of the air 
9. Ceiling limits ( ) show how mwch snow or rain has fallen 
1n 11 in the blanks to make the sentence true. 
Weather news is sent to Washington from 
----------------' -----' 
and • 
From a.ll these reports are m8.de and studied by 
wea.ther experts. Then the experts prepare their 
----------------· 
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A Giant Forest 
Finish these sentences by filling in the blRnks. 
l. The gie.nt trees in the story grow in the Et?te b'f 
------------------· 
2. They were nrnmed in honor of the famous Chief 
-------· 
3. The lRrgest of these trees is .called the tree. · 
4. Some of these trees were old before came to Arneri ca .• 
. 
5. There is a very old lime tree in the country of 
----------------------· 
6. The of the Big Trees stretch out Rround each tree under 
the ground. 
7. People are grown up 'Nhen they reach twenty-one; Sequoias a.re not 
____ . .years old. grovm up until. they ere 
8. No other tree is so. -------- ~nd at the same time so large 
A.round the trunk. 
Circle the correct statement. 
1. The General Sherman Tree is _______ ~feet high. 
4000 50 . 280 50()0 102 
2. If the Genere.l Sherman Tree were cut off horses could stand 
on its stumpj, 
102 . 4 280 50 2000 
3. Some Sequoias are thought to be more than --------- years old. 
5000 280 500 3500 1500 
4. Perhaps the General Sherman Tree was beginning to grow when 
was a baby. 
Coltunbus GenerRl' Sherm.Rn Sequoia Moses Ca.l i forni P. 
5. A Sequoia is not grovm up until it is ~---------- years old. 
3000 1500 5000 50 280 
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S~iling 
Look e.t the cU A. ,~rH.m of the haRt in· vrhi.ch the . pArts ~. re numbered. 
Beside ePC};J. V'Ord in t he list helow, write the . numher of the part • 
( ) bov.r ( ) keel ) tiller · boom 
( hull stern ) head foot 
{ luff ( ma.insPil decl::: 
( ) me_st ( leach jib 
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